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Docket No. OST-2005-20077

CONSENT ORDER
This order concerns violations of 14 CFR Part 382 by Hawaiian Airlines (Hawaiian). Part
382 implemeiits the Air Carrier Access Act (ACAA), 49 U.S.C. 6 41705, and violations of
that Part also violate the ACAA. To the extent that the apparent ACAA and Part 382
violatioils occurred in foreign air transportation they constitute violations of 49 U S.C.
Q 41 3 1 ()(a),which prohibits an air carrier from subjecting a person to unreasonable
discrimination i n foreign air transportation. To the extent that the apparent ACAA and Part
382 violations occurred in interstate air transportation, the incidents are also violations of 49
U S.C. $ 41 702, which requires that air carriers provide safe and adequate interstate air
transportation. ACAA and Part 382 violations also constitute unfair and deceptive trade
practices in violation o f 4 9 U.S.C. C; 41712. This order directs Hawaiian to cease and desist
from future violations ofthe ACAA and Part 382 and assesses a compromise civil penalty of
9; 100,000 for such violations subsequent to March 20, 2003, subject to offsets of up to
$90,000 for expenditures for improvements in service provided disabled air travelers beyond
the level required by Part 382.
BACKGROUND
Hawaiian operates two types of aircraft with more than 100 passenger seats: 1 1 Boeing 717
series aircraft and 14 Boeiiig 767 series aircraft. All but one of these aircraft werc ordered
after April 5 , 1990, or delivered after April 5, 1992.

The investigation resulting in the instant consent order began when staff from the Department
of Transportatioii’s Office of the Assistant General Counsel for Aviation Enforceiiient and
Proceedings (Enforcement Office) made a series of telephone calls to Hawaiian’s reservations
center atid inquired as to whether Hawaiian: (1) has movable aisle armrests on its B-717 and
B-767 aircraft, (2) provides requested seating to accommodate passengers with disabilities
who self identify as having a disability, and (3) has a designated space to stow 11 passenger’s
standard-sile folding wheelchair in the cabin on its aircraft. These telephone calls were
proinpted by several coiisiiiner complaints filed with the Enforcement Office.
In response to the inquiry regarding movable aisle ariiirests, Hawaiian’s reservations agents
provided inconsistent, incorrect andor incomplete information that suggested that Hawaiian’s
aircraft did not have the required number of inovable aisle armrests on either its B-7 17 or
B-767 aircraft. I n response to inquiries regarding seating accoininodations, several Hawaiian
agents refiised to assign seats held for frequent flyers and full-fare passengers to
accommodate passengers who identified themselves as having a disability on the basis that
such seats were not available to members of the general passenger population. In response to
the question regarding the stowage of personal wheelchairs, almost all of the Hawaiian agents
explained that in-cabin wheelchair stowage was not possible and that Hawaiian checks all
passengers’ wheelchairs at the gate.
Subsequently, the Enforcement Office requested written information from Hawaiian
regarding the existence and location of moveable aisle armrests, its policies on seating
acco in tiioda t i o ns for pa ngers with disabilities, and the availability of in-cabin stowage
space for a staiidarcl-size folding wheelchair. Hawaiian responded to this office, stating that,
as required, at least half ofthe aisle seats have movable arnirests on all of its aircraft. With
regard to in-cabin wheelchair stowage, Hawaiian initially stated, “[all1 Hawaiian Airlines’
aircraft have a closet in the cabin which allows the stowage of one folding wheelchair.”
Approxiiiiatcly a month later, Hawaiian retracted this blanket statement and explained that its
B-7 17 aircraft do not have closets, but that Hawaiian had begun to stow passenger’s
wheelchairs on top of passenger seats. With regard to its B-767 aircraft, Hawaiian indicated
that they have stowage closets but acknowledged that the closets would not accommodate a
standard-sile folding wheelchair as defined in enforcement case precedent.’
Based on this information, the Enforcement Office sent Hawaiian a foniial investigation letter
to which it responded, along with a follow up request for more infonnation on Hawaiian’s
practiccs rcgarding in-cabin stowage of passengers’ folding wheelchairs and seating
accommodations for passengers with disabilities. With regard to movable amirests, Hawaiian
rcaft‘iimcd its earlier assertions that more than half of the aisle seats on its B-717 arid B-767

’

Specilically. in November 2002. March 2003, and May 2003. staff from the Enforcement Office made test
calls to IIawaiian’s reservation agents requesting information on the availability of in-cabin stowage space for a
ndard-size folding wheelchair and seats with moveable arm1 ts. In June 2004, additional test
ding the availability of seats with moveable armrests. est calls involving seating
tigers \$itti disabilities were made in July 200.3 and .J~ily2004.
The following dimensions characterize a standard-size wheelchair when folded: 13 inches wide by 36 inches
high by 42-50 inctics long.
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aircraft have movable arinrests.’ Hawaiian stated that the misinforination provided by its
reservations agents was the result of individual training deficiencies. As a remedy, Hawaiian
states that since August 1, 2003, it routinely conducts test calls to its reservations center to
cvaluate compliance with disability-related issues, a i d it also provides briefings for agents
and supcrvisors on the topic of handling requests from passengers who “self identify” as
needing disability-related accommodations.
With regard to seating accommodations, Hawaiian states that it does not provide advance
seating assigniiients to passengers on its B-7 17 aircraft but does pre-board pa
disabilitics With regard to seating accommodations on its B-767 aircraft, Hawaiian asserts
that it uses the priority seating inet1iod.l Hawaiian provided evidence that its seating
accc~iiiiiiodationpolicies on both its B-717 and B-767 aircraft were in compliance with
Hawaiian asserts that the misinformation given by its reservations agents
i n response to test calls by Enforcenient Office einployees resulted froin individual training
issues. It dcinonstratcd that i t had taken the following steps to remedy such issues. ( 1 )
reiterated to its einployees the need to use the information in Sabre, its reservation system, to
properly assist passengers with disabilities; (2) relocated s a n e of the disability-related
information in the Sabre system to make it easier to access; (3) conducted and continues to
conduct internal test calls to its reservation agents to observe compliance with the seating
accommodation requirements; and (4) established a process to notify the appropriate training
inanager when test calls reveal that an agent is unfamiliar with the seating accommodations
requirements.
With regard to in-cabin wheelchair stowage, Hawaiian responded that its B-7 17 and B-767
aircraft had space to stow passengers’ wheelchairs in overhead bins aiid under seats.
Hawaiian explained that closet space for stowage of‘wheelchairs was not available on either
its B-717 or B-767 aircraft since its B-717 fleet was delivered without wheelchair stowage
closets and the closets in its B-767 fleet contain mounted emergency equipment required by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that would preclude the stowage of wheelchairs.
After receiving approval from the FAA on July 21, 2003, Hawaiian instituted a system
ngers’ wheelchairs that do not fit in overhead bins or under seats are placed
into canvas bags aiid strapped on top of passenger seats for stowage. Under the system
implemented by Hawaiian, the dimensions of the wheelchairs originally requested by
Hawaiian aiicl approved by the FAA for the wheelchair bag stowage system were 14 inches in
width, 39 inches in height and 35 inches in length.’ As a result, it is the Enforcement Office’s
position that none of Hawaiian’s B-717 and B-767 aircraft had space to stow a standard-size
folding wheelchair. Hawaiian has since sought and, on August 19, 2004, received FAA
approval to sectire on a seat a whcelchair measuring 14 inches in width by 42 inches in height

I lawaiian provided specific seat numbers and drawings to support its assertions in this regard.
I l a w a i i a n states that i t began using the priority seating method, as described in 14 CFK 332.38. o n its H-767
aircraft in 2002, which is the year that Hawaiian began operating those ail-craft.

At the time. klawaiian’s Sabre system contained the same dimensions o f a wheelchair that can be carried i n
the cabin of’Hanaiian’s H-717and E-707aircraft. Those dimensions are inconsistent with the dimensions o f a
standard-size tblding wheelchair as defined in enforcement orders. See, footnote 2 .
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by 36 inches in length. It is worth noting, however, that since April 5, 2000, Hawaiian has
received 126 claims for reimbursement for clarnage to wheelchairs stowed in the cargo hold.
We also note that Hawaiian filed a petition for reorganintion under Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy Cock oii March 2 I , 2003. On May 18, 2005, the United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of Hawaii in Civil Action 08-008 17 (D. Haw.) conf‘irincd the Third Amended
Joint Plan of Reorgaiiizatioii of Joshua Gotbaum, as Chapter 1 1 Trustee for Hawaiian
Airlines, Inc., The Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors, Hawaiian Holdings, Inc.,
HHIC, Inc.. and RC Aviation LLC, dated as of March 1 1, 2005 (the “Plan”). Pursuant to
Article 5.1 of the Plan, Hawaiian represents that it has authority to carry out the obligations
set forth in this Coiisent Order.
APPLICABLE SECTIONS OF 14 CFR PART 382
The ACAA and its implementing regulation, 14 CFR Part 382, forbid discrimination in the
provision of air transportation against qualified individuals with disabilities. See 49 U.S.C.
C; 41 705; 14 CFR C; 382.7(a)( I). Specifically at issue in this case are four sections in Part 382
related to movable ai-inrests, seating accommodations and in-cabin stowage of‘ wheelchairs.
With regard to movable aisle annrests, section 382.21(a)(l)(i) requires that all new aircraft
“with 30 or more passenger seats on which passenger aisle seats have armrests shall have
movable aisle annrests on at least one-half of passenger aisle seats.’I6 When calculating the
total nuinbcr of passenger aisle seats with ariiirests, aisle seats “oii which a movable armrest is
not feasible or aisle seats which a passenger with a mobility impairment is prccluded from
using by a n FAA safety ~ule,”(e.g., seats with integrated trays in the annrests and exit row
seating), are excluded from the count.: Thus, the first step to detenniiiing compliance under
section 382.2 1(a)( l)(i) is to count the total number of aisle seats on board an aircraft
(including first class, business class and coach) and subtract, from that number, those aisle
scats where the installation of movable armrests is not feasible or barred by an FAA safety
rule. Fifty percent of the remainder mist be movable.
Section 382.38 requires that carriers that provide advance seat assignments provide seating
accoiniiiodations for individuals with a disability by using either the “block” or “priority”
nicthocl. Under the block seating method, an air carrier must hold, or block, certain seats until
24 hours before the scheduled departure of the flight to accommodate the following four types
of individuals who self identify to the carrier: ( 1 ) a passenger who uses an aisle chair to
access an aircraft seat; (2) a passenger who is assisting a passenger with a disability; (3) a
passenger who is traveling mith a service animal; and (4) a passenger who has a fused or
iminobtlt;.ed leg.8 Under the priority seating method, air carriers may assign to any passeiiger
“Having movable armrests on half the rows . . . ensure[s] that a handicapped person can use a seat in any
portion o f the aircraft, permitting greater overall accessibility and enhancing the provision of services in an
integrated setting.” Nondiscrimination on the Basis of IIandicap in Air T r a \ d , 55 FR 8008, March 6. 1990

’ 13 ( T R 3X2.2l(a)(l)(ti)
with other types ofdisabilities, the car-rier is not required to offer these p
ise by the tbur categories of individuals identified in section 382..38(3). I
not all-eady assigned to another passenger that \vould accommodate those passengers’ needs.
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the seats required to be available to the four categories of individuals described above and
identified i n section 382.38(a) under the condition that the carrier provide notice that all
engers assigned these seats at any time prior to one hour before the scheduled deparhire
of the flight could be reassigned, if individuals from these four categories subsequently
request those seats." Carriers that do not provide advance seat assignments must provide
seating accommodations for individuals with a disability by allowing them to board the
aircraft befcxe other passengers or through an alternative method that has been approved by
the Department of Transportation.
Section 382.45(a)( 1 ) requires that carriers make available to passengers, upon request,
information concci-~iingthe "location of seats, if any, with movable armrests." Inherent in this
responsibility is the duty to provide proper information that comports with the carrier's
policies and procedures as well a s the ACAA and 14 CFR Part 382.
Anothcr aircraft accessibility requirement, section 382.2 1 (a)(2), requires that "[alircraft with
100 or more passenger seats shall have a priority space in the cabin designated for stowage of
at least one folding wheelchair."l() Under this section, the term "folding" refers to the
accordion-like movement of a wheelchair, where the two sides of the fraine are brought
together. The term "folding" does not anticipate disassembly, including the removal of the
large or small wheels of the wheelchair.' 1 The term "wheelchaii-" refers to standard-six
wheelchairs. 'Taking these terms together, section 382.2 1(a)(2) requires that all new aircraft
with 100 or more seats maintain a space that is large enough to stow at least one passenger's
standard-size folding 1% heclchair on a priority ba
In addition to the ACAA and Part 382, the issues described above appear to involve unfair
a ~ i ddeceptive trade practices in violation o f 4 9 U.S.C. 3 41712. To the extent that the
apparent ACAA and Part 3 82 violations occurred in interstate air transportation, the incidents
are also violations of49 U.S.C. 3 41702, which requires that air carriers provide safe and
adequate interstate air transportation. Finally, to the extent that the apparent ACAA and Part
382 violations occurred in foreign air transportation they constitute violations o f 4 9 U.S.C.
e\'en ifthose seats are not available for assignment t o the general passenger population at t h e time o f t h e request.

See sections .382.38(b)( 1) and .382.38(c)( 1).
For passengers with disabilities diff'crent from the four categories identified in section 382.38(a). the carrier
must assign seats. not alrcady assigned to another passenger that wotild accommodate those passengers' needs
even ifthosc seats are not available for assignment to the general p
enger population at the time of the request.
See sect ions 382.3 X( b)( 2 ) and 3 82.38(c)( 2).
')

Section 382.21(2)(2) applies to "new aircraft" ordered by a carrier after April 5, 1990 or cielivered to a cai-rier
after April 5, 1092.
I I This tinderst:inding relies on the plain meaning o f t h e word "folding." For euatnple, Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary defines the term "folding" as: "to lay one part over another part o f . . . to reduce the length
or bull\ of by doubling over . . . to clasp together . . . a part doubled or laid over another part . . .."
I' Our interpretation of"wlieclchair" as used in section 382.21(a)(2) is within the meaning o f t h e generic term
"wiieelchair." which has no size liinitation in and of itself, or as used in the regulation (other than folding). As
mentioned in footnote 2, :I standard-size wheelchair is 13 inches wide by 30 inches high by 42-50 inches long.
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4 4 1 3 1 O(a), which prohibits an air caii-ier from subjecting a person to unreasonable
discrimination in foreign air transportation.
ANALYSIS
This order focuses on the stowage of a passenger’s standard
e folding wheelchair inside the
cabin of Hawaiian’s B-717 and B-767 airci-aft.l3 Section 38 1(a)(?) requires that new
aircraft with at least 100 seats have a priority space for the stowage of at least one standardSIX folding mheelchair for use by a requesting passenger with a disability. Further, i t is the
Enforcement Office’s position that a standard-site wheelchair when folded is approximately
36 inches 111 height, by 13 inches in width, by 42 to 50 inches in length. The evidence shows
that 1 Iabaiian took dclivcry of its B-717 and B-767 aircraft in 200 1 aiid 2002 but did not
configure its aircraft with an in-cabin stowage space for a standard-size folding wheelchair as
defined by the Enforcement Office until August 2004. In July 2003, Hawaiian received
appro>al from FAA Cabin Safety to use the canvas bag stowage system to stow a folding
wheelchair on top of scats i n the cabins of the B-717 and B-767 aircraft. However, the
dimensions submitted by Hawaiian aiid listed in the FAA approval were srnnller than the
dinlensions of a DOT-defined “standard size” wheelchair. Between July 2003 and August
2004, i t appears that Hawaiian stowed all folding wheelchairs in the bags, when requested by
a passenger. In August 2004, Hawaiian received an ainended approval from the FAA for the
canvas bag syst
ich revised the approved specifications to permit stowage or DOT’’ wheelchairs in the bags. Thus, as ofAugust 2004, Hawaiian was,and
de fined ‘‘s t andar
currently is, in full compliance with the requirement for the in-cabin stowage of wheelchairs.
In mitigation, Hawaiian notes that six of the aircraft in Hawaiian’s 767 fleet were leased by
Hawaiian. and therefore Hawaiian did not have control over whether such aircraft were built
with stowage closets. Hawaiian further states that neither the type design standards for the
B-717 and B-767 in 14 CFR Part 25 nor the air carrier operating rules in 14 CFR Part 121
include a requirement for a closet to accommodate the in-cabin stowage of a “standard size”
wheelchair, but that Hawaiian accommodated wheelchairs through use of the canvas bag system
beginning in July 2003. Notably, according to Hawaiian the bags it used for in-cabin stowage
of wheelchairs could accommodate wheelchairs larger than the dirneiisions for which Hawaiian
originally received FAA approval. Hawaiian states that it sought and received FAA approval of
those dimensions based on its own estimate of the “standard size” of a wheelchair, not as an
effort to disregard the law or the interests of the disabled community. Thus, Hawaiian contends
that from July 2003 forward it has accommodated every passenger’s request for the in-cabin
stowage of a folding wheelchair in both its B-717 and B-767 aircraft.
Hawaiian states that it is coimiitted to expending inore than $535,000 in annual training for its
einployees in assisting and accommodating disabled passengers. According to Hawaiian, this
eupcndtture for an annual training course will help ensure that all relevant employees are aware
of the requireinents under Part 382 and that reservation, counter and flight persoiincl are fully
aware of their aiid the carrier-s responsibilities to the disabled community.
I-’ In light of the remedial actions Hawaiian has taken to ensure that its reservation agents provide accurate
in forination regarding mowable arinrcsts and seating accommodations, the Enforcement Oftice will not pursue
enfoi-cement action with i-espect to these issues in this consent order.
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I n atltlition, Hawaiian states that it has budgeted for and will be replacing all boarding chairs
at each of its airports. Together with the new boarding chairs, Hawaiian states that it is
purchasing a passenger transfer kit (PTK) that will allow its employees to assist disabled
passengers more easily to and froin aircraft seats as well as to and from their personal
wheelchairs. According to the carrier, all of Hawaiian’s custoiiier contact employees will be
trained on the operation and use of the PTK. At the same time, Hawaiian states that it will be
purchasing new 1%heelchairs a t airports where Hawaiian uscs its own wheelchairs, and will be
aclding at lcast one Hawaiian-owned wheelchair at each airport that utilizes contract service
vendors. The total expenditure fbr this replaccmcnt project, according to Hawaiian, is
approxiinately SS0,OOO initially, with an ongoing monthly maintenance charge that will
ensure that the equipment is maintained properly.
On or about July 2005, Hawaiian states that it will be outsourcing its existing supplemental
oxygen p ~ o g r x nm, hich is currently done in-house, to a third party vendor, at an annual cost
of appro~itnately$1 15,875. According to the carrier, this wi11 allow Hawaiian to provide
impimetl service to its disabled customers, as there will be inore flexibility in the oxygen
flow rates available to passengers. Hawaiian is also in the process of implementing a program
to permit passengers to use their own AirSep Lifestyle and/or Inogen One portable oxygen
concentrator (POC) devices in the cabin during flight. Hawaiian states that the cost of
implementing this program, including testing the devices to ensure that they will not cause
interference with aircraft navigation and communication systems and training the appropriate
Hawaiian personnel, will be approximately $50,000.
Additionally, Hawaiian states that it will create a new special services website with
iiiforniation directed at disabled passengers. The total expenditure for the website upgrade is
$69,800.
Hawaiian contends that the above described activities reflect a continuing coniiiiitinent
necessitating expenditure of inore than $600,000 for next year alone and a commitment to
annually spciid approximately $530,000 dedicated solely to ensuring that people with
disabilities are treated i n a manner that is respectful, fully compliant with the law and in
accordance with Hawaiian’s business plan.
I he Enforcement Oflice views Hawaiian’s failure to provide proper stowage space f5r a
passenger’s folding w heelchair under 14 CFR 8 382.21(a)(2), as described above, seriously.
Although the Enforcement Office appreciates that space inside the closets on Hawaiian’s 767
aircraft m a y be liinitcd because the closets contain FAA mandated emergency equipment,
Hawaiian has not produced any evideiice that this FAA requirement precluded the creation of
another space inside the cabin large enough to stow a standard-size wheelchair at the time the
aircrnft were ordered. The Enfc>rceinentOffice does, however. recognize that Hawaiian has
provided storage for certain folding wheelchairs in both the B-717 and the B-767 since July
2003. After carefiil consideration, the Enforceinent Office believes that enforceinent action
wai-ranted. In order to avoid litigation on this matter, Hawaiian has agreed to settle these
matters and enter into a consent order to cease and desist from future similar violations.
I
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By this order, the Department finds that between 200 1 when Hawaiian took dcliveiy of its
new B-7 17s and August 2004, Hawaiian failed to act in accordance with the ACAA and Part
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382 in fhiliiig to provide a space for the in-cabin stowage of at least one passenger's standards i x folding cvheelchair on ne\+ aircraft with at least 100 seats. This order directs Hawaiian to
cease and desist from similar violations in the future and assesses a civil penalty of Sl00,000
for violations after March 20. 2003, in coinpromise of the penalties otlienvise assessable
under 49 U.S.C. 3 46301, subject to credit offsets of up to $90,000 and to the payment
schedule set forth belo\%. All but $10,000 of this civil penalty will be offset by expenditures
related to the following: ( I ) implementing a program to permit passengers to utilire their own
Airsep Lifestyle or Iiiogeii One POCs in the cabin during flight: (2) creating a new special
services website w tth information directed at the needs of disabled passengers; and (3)
providing a link from Hawaiian's website to infonnatioii on DOT'S website regarding DOT'S
toll-free hotline in order to educate and assist individuals in resolving disability-related air
travel problems. The civil penalty ainount of S 100,000 shall be deemed an allowed
administrative expense. $10,000 of that amount shall be paid in accordance with the Plan.
The remainder of the civil penalty, $90,000, shall be decined satisfied if Hawaiian
satisfactorily implements the above directive and provides the reports required in ordering
paragraphs 10 through 12 within the time periods specified in this order.
The penalty assessment provisions of this order have been fashioned to take into account
llawaiian's bankruptcy proceedings and are not a demand for payment to the extent
prohibitcd by section 362(a) of the Bankruptcy Code. This agreement is without prejudice to
any other right to set-off against this claim any federal debts owed to debtors by this or any
other federal agency.

In addition, this order directs that Hawaiian complete the attached accessibility checklist and
return it to the Enforcement Office within 30 days of the date of this order. The Enforcement
Office believes that this consent order and the penalty it assesses will provide a strong
incentive for Hawaiian and other carriers to comply with the ACAA and 14 CFR Part 382.
This order is issued under the authority contained in 49 CFR 1.57a and 14 CFR 382.15.

ACCORDINGLY,
1. Based on the above discussion, we approve this settlement and the provisions of this
order as being in the public interest;

2. We find that Hawaiian Airlines violated the requirements of 14 CFR 38221(a)(2) by
failing to provide space to stow one passenger's standard-size folded wheelchair on its new
aircraft M ith at least 100 scats:
3. We find that the conduct described in ordering paragraph 2, violated tlie Air Carrier
Access Act, 49 U.S.C. $ 41705;
4.
We tiiid that to the extent the violations described in ordering paragraph 2 occurred in
foreign air transportation, the conduct violated 49 U.S.C. 3 413 10(a);

5.
We find that to the extent tlie violations described in ordering paragraph 2 occui-red in
tntcrstatc air transportation, the conduct violated 49 U.S.C. 41 702;
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6. We find that the violations dcscribed in ordering paragraph 2 involved unfhir and
deceptive practices and thereby violated 49 U.S.C. 9 41712;
7. We order Hawaiian Airlines and its successors and assigns to cease and desist from
liirther violations of 14 CFR Part 382 and 49 U.S.C. $9 41310, 41702, 41705, and 41712 by
engaging i n the conduct described in ordering paragraph 2;
8.
Hawaiian is assessed a c i 11~ penalty in the amount ofS100,000 in compromise of tlie
civil penalties that inight otherwise be assessed by the Department of ‘l’ransportation for the
violations occiii-ring subsequent to March 21, 2003, as found in ordering paragraphs 2 through
6 of this order.

9. The civil penalty assessed in ordering paragraph 8 shall be satisfied in the following
inanncr:
a. Hawaiian shall remit $10,000 in the inanner provided for in ordering paragraph
17 within thirty (30) days of when this Consent Order becomes final.
b. Hawaiian shall make the expenditures described in ordering paragraphs 10, 1 1,
and 13, below, to improve its quality of service to air travelers with
disabilities.’J Hawaiian shall further document its expenditures in the iiianner
described in ordering paragraphs 10, 1 1, and 12, below. Twenty four months
after the service date of this order, the remaining $90,000 of the allowed
administrative expense of the Department of Transportation set forth in
ordering paragraph 8 shall be deemed satisfied if Hawaiian has made and
documented tlie expenditures described i n ordering paragraphs 10, 1 1, and 12,
below.

IO. The expenditures shall, in part, consist of funds spent by Hawaiian to irnpleinent a
program to perinit passengers to use their own AirSep Lifestyle and Inogen One POCs, as
permitted by the FAA, in the cabin during flight. Hawaiian’s program shall include testing to
ensure that the device does not cause interference with electrical, navigational, or
coiniiiiiiiicatiOI1equipment on all its aircraft. The program shall also include training for
Hawaiian’s gate and rcservalion agents and flight attendants. Hawaiian shall have up to 12
months to make this improvement. Within 12 months o f the servicc date of this order,
Hawaiian shall submit:
a . a statement, with supporting documentation, showing the total expenditures for

tinpleinenting the program allowing passengers to use certain POCs, including
expenditures related to testing the device and training of personnel;
b. a detailed explanation of the method used by Hawaiian to determine the total
expenditures fbr implementing the program ; and

I Iawaiian and the Enforcement Oftice acknowledge t h a t the comtniti~ieiitsagreed to in ordering paragraphs
10, I I . and 12 are not expressly required by the text of 14 CFR Part 382.
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c. a sworn statcineiit from an appropriate coiiipany official, demonstrating that
the total expenditures were properly expended;
1 1. The expenditures shall also consist, in part, of the funds spent by Hawaiian to create a
iiew special s e n ices website with information directed at the needs of disabled passengers.
Hawaiian shall have up to 12 iiionths to make this improvement. Within 12 months ofthe
service date of this order. Hawaiian shall submit:

a. a statement, with supporting documentation, showing the total expenditures for
creating the website;
b. a detailed explanatioii of the method used by Hawaiian to determine the total
eupcnditures for creating the website; anci
c. a s\.c orn stateinent from an appropriate company official, demonstrating that
the total expendi tures were properly expended;
12. The eipenditures shall also consist, in part, of the funds spent by Ha\\aiiaii to provide a
link from Hawaiian’s website to information on DOT’s website regarding the DOT’s toll-free
hotline i n order to educate and assist individuals in resolving disability-related air travel
problems. Hawaiian shall have up to 12 months to make this improvement. Within 12 months
o f the service date ofthis order, Hawaiian shall submit:
a. a statement, with supporting documentation, showing the total expenditures
related to establishing the link froni Hawaiian’s website to DOT’s website;
b. a detailed explanation of the method used by Hawaiian to determine the total
expcnditures related to establishing the link; and
e. a sworn statement from an appropriate company official, deinonstratiiig that
the total expenditures were properly expended;
13. The improvements described in paragraphs 10 through 12 inay be amended with the
approval of the Enforcement Office. If Hawaiian intends to seek a change in the type of
improvement made, it must notify and obtain approval from the Enforcement Office 60 days
prior to the date documentation is due pursuant to ordering paragraphs 10, 1 I , and 12;

14. Any failure by Hawaiian to make the expenditures in accordance with ordering
paragraphs 8, 9, 10, 1 I , and 12 or to document thein adequately to the Enforcement Office
shall constitute a violation of this consent order and shall subject Hawaiian to the deferred
portion of the S 100,000 penalty;
15. Hawaiian Airlines shall notify the Enforcement Office within 30 days if it changes i n
any mariner its designated space to stow passciigers’ standard-size folding wheelchairs oii its
Boeiiig 717 or 767 aircraft, or other aircraft governed by 14 CFR 382.21(a)(2);

10.
Hawaiian Airlines shall complete the attached accessibility checklist anci return it to the
Enforcement Office within 30 days of the seivice date of this order; and
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All paymcnts made pursuant to this order shall be made by wire transfer through the
rve Communications System, commonly known as "Fed Wire," to the account o f
the U.S. Trcaw-y. Failure to pay the penalty as ordered will subject Hawaiian Airlines to the
asscsstiicnt ot' interest, penalty, a n d collection charges under the Debt Collection Act.

17.

This order w i l l become a final order of the Department 10 days after its service date unless a
timely pctition for revicm is filed or the Department takes review o n its own motion.

BY:

ROSALIND A. KNAPP
DEPUTY GENER4L COUNSEL
(SEAL)

An electronic version of this document is available on the World Wide Web at:
http://clms.dot.govlreports/reporls_~~viation.asp

